1. Let F be an extension field of K. A minimal set of generators ol F over A is a subset S ol F such that F = K(S) and S'ES implies K(S') EK(S) where C denotes proper inclusion. Pickert [4, p. 88] has shown that if F is a finite inseparable extension of K (the characteristic of K is p9^0) and S= {ax, • • • , an} is a minimal set of generators of F over K, then S is ^-independent in F (this concept, due to Teichmüller [5] , is defined in §2 following) and is a minimal set of generators of F over FP(K). A relative p-basis of F over K, as introduced in [5] , is a minimal set of generators of F over Fp(K). It is shown by Becker and MacLane [l, Theorem 6] that if F is a finite purely inseparable extension of K, then the minimal number of generators of F over K is n, the exponent determined by the degree In this note we assume that F is a purely inseparable extension of K of arbitrary degree but with finite exponent e: FPEK-It is the purpose of this note to prove the following: Theorem 1. If F is a purely inseparable extension of K with finite exponent e, then there exist minimal sets of generators of F over K and any two such sets have the same cardinal number.
This result for the case of exponent e= 1 is given by MacLane [2, Theorem 12, p. 463].
2. Let 0 be a mapping of the set of all subsets of a set F into itself. A subset X is free with respect to (p, or (¡¡-free (or simply free), when x(£tf3(A-x) for all xEX. (Here X -x denotes the complement of {x} in X.) A (¡¡-basis (or simply a basis) of F is a subset X ol F that is free and such that <¡¡(X) = F. and y$4>iX), then xE(piX, y), then there exist bases of F and any two bases have the same cardinal number.
In the case F is an extension field of K we define the mapping d>K by <pK(X)=K(X) for XÇZF. We will say that a subset X of F is minimal with respect to the subfield K when X is free with respect to (pK-A subset X is a minimal set of generators of F over K when X is a $K-basis of F. That Theorem 1 does not follow directly from Theorem A is seen from the following example. Let Q be a perfect field of characteristic p¿¿0 and let u and v be algebraically independent indeterminates over Q. Define K = Q(u, v) and F=K(x) where x= (y+v)p~l and y = up~1. Obviously yEK(x) and y(£K. But if xEK(y), then yEK so 4>k in this case does not satisfy (D5).
In [7, p. 129] it is shown that for any field F with characteristic pT^O the mapping </>Fp satisfies (Di) -(D6). The property exhibited by -a) . By the exchange property we have aEFp(M0 -a, y). Since yEF"(G'), we obtain the contradiction aEFp(M-a, G').
Corollary. If M is a minimal set of generators of F over K, then
MC\Fp(K) = 0.
Proof. Since M is p-independent in F, MC\Fp = 0. The proof of the following lemma is easily obtained using the exchange property.
Lemma. If C is a subset of F that is p-independent in F and if B is a subset of F that is minimal with respect to FP(Q, then BVJC is pindependent in F. 
